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Offering lifetime elegance and beauty natural stone is undoubtedly one of Mother Natureâ€™s most
precious creations, from the intensity and durability of Granite, the elegance of Marble,the exotic
charm of Limestone and Travertine to the sheer brilliance of Onyx. Natural stones are becoming
necessity for the residential and commercial building material because of its unmatched
advantages. These stones come in a wide range of stone size, color, and shape that can perfectly
blend into specific requirements and personal taste.

Moreover, these stones can just fit into any particular design and style, making these one of the
highly preferred materials by architects, landscape artists, and interior decorators. These stones do
not only come in unique original colors, but in amazingly unique shapes as well.Natural stoneâ€™s
affordability is present in its durability and practicality. Natural stone is the most versatile building
material available, suitable for entry floors, staircases, bathroom surfaces, tabletops and
countertops, sinks, fireplaces, backlit wall cladding, exterior applications, swimming pools,
landscaping, and trim pieces. No other construction product works in all of these applications.

For commercial purposes, natural stone is divided into several large groups: granite, marble,
limestone, basalt and slate are the most important.

Advantages of natural stones

Extremely durable- repels water and stains.

Creates an unrivaled luxurious ambiance in your home.

Available in a wide variety of textures and colors.

Frequently used in accent areas such as entrance foyers and as accent inserts in hardwood floors.
Can have a big impact on small spaces.

For an eclectic style, mix and match the natural stone throughout your home combining rugged and
refined.

Natural stones are commonly used as material to pave pathways and patios. Natural stone
landscaping has become popular because of the versatility of these materials and their wide range
of shape, colour and textures. Natural stone landscaping can be incorporated in different styles of
landscape design from rustic to classic or formal. Natural stone landscaping is ideal for covering
grounds and making surfaces very pleasing to the eye. Other common uses of natural stone include
driveways, patio decks, steps, benches and others.

Natural stone tile flooring is useful not only to enhance walkways and similar areas but also to
beautify other features in the landscape such as ponds, waterfalls, retaining walls and many others.
Natural stones can also be used to prevent soil erosion and as safety blocks in driveways. Natural
stone is a terrific material to use in all areas of your home. Knowing the different types of stone, their
finishes and applications will help you to make an informed decision on which stone is the best for
your project.
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MPG Stone - About Author:
Largest manufacturers and a Natural Stone Suppliers, MPG Stone is the well known name as
Natural Stones and marble Supplier, We offer complete range of natural stones like slate, Ledge
Stone, marble stone & granite and has great variety of natural stone flooring tile, a Granite
Countertops etc. For more articles and info on natural stones please visit our website
www.mpgstone.com
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